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Abstract - This paper presents a system that helps to the food processing investors to setup industries around India. This paper 

projects the experience of the investors to handle various dependencies to setup their industry using  GOOGLE API. In 

accordance with the crops defined by the investors and other basic needs such as manpower, land availability ,water resources the 

industry setup suggestions are given to the investors.  The outcome of the dashboard locators are  capable of pointing out the 

exact location where the investor can invest for his project with the contents provided in the dashboard. On the top of it, various 

states taxes, tax exemption ,unemployment around the locator are taken into consideration  to provide the information for the 

investors and also locating it with GOOGLE API where the user performs only few procedural performance as providing the 

crops required inputs. 

Index Terms —GOOGLE API, Dijkstra Algorithm ,Cripting. 

I . INTRODUCTION 

Food Industry Setup assistance is helps the investors who 

would likes to setup their food processing industries around 

India .Being driven into the A.I world this assistance would 

be loved by the industrialists .The time spent on analyzing 

the areas to build up the industry in an specific location 

considering various factors such as taxes ,resources 

,etc..would take a larger. On  a note to reduce this in an 

effective manner we have come across an assistance to 

locate the area for the investors with every factor being 

integrated into it .These are no matter what  level the user 

has, most of the time user hands are very busy. This system 

helps the user in locating the  industry with few procedural 

steps from his inputs i.e , desired raw materials which are 

the crops for the food processing.  

Being so, the main target is to locate the area around which 

the industry could be setup by only reading the crops which 

are required by the investor according the food product 

which is to be produced. Based on the crop growth in 

transportable areas , water and other basic resources  a 

prototype of the location to setup the industry is  built that 

helps the user .Also, as setting up an industry  resides 

mainly on the manpower and the transport facility to carry 

the products , the industries are located according to data 

integrated  considering those factors. The Initial point of 

our work was setting up an dashboard [1], an chart work 

that allows the user to look into the various resources which 

are detailed state-wise .  

The Locator UI(LUI) [2] system was designed  using the  

GOOGLE MAP API suggesting or locating the area where 

the user/industrialist could setup his industry. LUI is a map 

of india under the integration of large functional modules 

and data about the water resources ,transport facilities , 

unemployment ,crop locations ,etc.. In the proposed work 

food processing setup assistance system, the tasks is 

integrating the various dependencies along with the crop 

inputs given by the users/industrialists. The procedures are 

described hierarchically and tries to reuse as much as 

possible the steps common across different tasks. Location 

suggestion  instructions are simple to locate in the UI only 

by providing the crop input. 

II . RELATED WORK 

Frances T. J. M. Fortuin [2008] presented a  the results of a 

study that assesses innovation in the food processing 

industry, conducted in nine leading prospector companies 

with headquarters or major operations in the Netherlands. 

A 52-item research questionnaire, based industrial 

organization theory and the Resource-Based-View, was 

designed for this study, including quantitative questions on 

business performance, and innovative input and output, and 

qualitative questions about competitive pressure and quality 

of the innovation process. 

 Revathi Nukala [2016]  concentrates on the use of  

technologies in the Food supply chain. The Food supply 

chain in the context of this paper includes agriculture, food 

processing, transportation & distribution right through to 

retail, from “Farm to Fork”. The demand for tracking, 

tracing and monitoring of fresh has elevated as instances of 

foodborne illness has increased. In this paper we attempt to 

contribute a review of state-of-the-art technologies and 

strategies that constitutes  and  applies to “Farm to Fork.We 

present the research trends and challenges in the food 
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supply chain industry, mainly focusing on fresh produce 

such as meat, fruits & vegetables. 

Yukata Yanagisawa [2008]  introduced  location 

traceability as an indicator for evaluating time-series 

location privacy for users on location-based services (LBS). 

The location traceability of a user is calculated with a 

formalized free structure that represents all possible paths 

of a moving user. Through the results of the simulation 

experiments, we validated the effectiveness of this 

proposed indicator. 

Luo Zhaohui [2012] Location based service (LBS) has 

recently found broad applications in many industries that it 

is seemingly to have a bright future. Intelligent Services 

Gateway (ISG) on the other hand, provided a standard and 

open platform, so that by using its SDK, cross-platform 

LBS can be easily developed with Java. 

III . PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this food processing industry setup Locator UI[2], a 

procedural model that represents/locates the area in which 

the industry could be setup on accordance with the various 

integrated dependencies. The  industrialist is be allowed to 

enter the crop/crops which stands as raw material for the 

food processing industry . When the needed crop/crops are 

once entered into dialogue box which is provided for input 

to the user , the suggestions on locations where the industry 

could be setup with various dependencies appears on the 

Indian Map. These locations are displayed over the various 

functional and basic dependencies for the industrial setup. 

3.1 Locator User Interface 

This work make use of the inputs for processing from the 

user. The input which are crops will be processed,the input 

is passed to the local server in which the crop cultivation 

are stored. If the crops do match the details in the file then  

attempts to improve the locator for the industry setup is 

done in consideration  of various basic dependencies for the 

setup.Hence the areas where the industries could be setup 

would be pointed out.  

3.2 Structure of the Project 

The input bar in the Indian Map represents  the 

users input. Users are give the input through dialogue box 

which is the crop ,the input is sent as an object into json file 

container where the suggestions for the locator is made and 

displayed in the map  using GOOGLE   API. After the 

input is given through the dialogue box, it will check out 

the json object which are stored. If the inputs are matched, 

various functionalities are taken into consideration to find 

the suggestions for location . Then  API is used to locate 

the industry setup suggestions with their latitude and 

longitude markups.  

Fig.2 represent the basic flow of food processing industry 

setup  assistant system. In the First stage user gives the 

input through the input dialogue box.On the Second stage 

the inputis taken as the json object and is checked with 

other json files to match the input . In this stage the matched 

input is taken for consideration where it is dynamically 

calculated with various basic dependencies for the 

industrial setup. Third stage is locator UI[2], it displays the 

suggestion for the industrialists to locate their industries on 

consideration with the calculated results. 

 

      Fig.1. Flow diagram of the proposed work 

3.3 Suggestion Calculator 

In the suggestion calculator, the crop/crops which are given 

as the input are the main dependency around which the 

suggestion are given .The amount of crop cultivated around 

the country is taken as one parameter ,then the basic 

dependencies such as water resources, employment for the 

manpower, electricity and transport facilities are summed 

into an algorithmic equation .The taxation and tax 

exemption in various states are too considered in the 

suggestion .On the areas which are calculated with 

expressions , the shortest path algorithm acts as the main 

parameter on suggesting the locator .The Dijkstra’s 

algorithm is here used to locate the nearest location to 

suggest for the industrialists which is well connected with 

transport facilities.    

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS  

4.1 Scripting Format 

This system provide assistance that guides the user in 

cooking process which pre-defined the procedural list or 

step by step process.  Several scripting language  based on 

File formats [4] are used. So, here scripting  language was 

utilized to store the crop cultivation and basic resources 

details. It contains the crop cultivation , latitude and 

longitude locations ,taxes ,land prices etc,. 
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4.2 Measures 

There are various different approaches to measure primary 

crops ae parameters, quantity/balancing amount and 

intervals   depending on the cultivation  in various 

geographic regions [3]. 

4.3 Modeling Loactor 

For example, a rice based industry setup model was created 

for suggestions for the industries to be located around india 

where they are described with the amount of the rice 

cultivation and other algorithmic calculations.  

Sample code for Rice Cultivation Details in Json File:  

<scripttype="text/javascript"src="https://code.jquery.com/j

query-2.1.1.min.js"></script> 

varctx = document.getElementById("Rice"); 

var myChart = new Chart(ctx, { 

    type: 'line', 

    data: { 

        labels: Statelist, 

  datasets:[{ 

        label: "My First dataset", 

            fill: false, 

            lineTension: 0.1, 

            backgroundColor: "rgba(75,192,192,0.4)", 

            borderColor: "rgba(75,192,192,1)", 

            borderJoinStyle: 'miter', 

            pointBorderColor: "rgba(75,192,192,1)", 

            pointBackgroundColor: "#fff", 

            pointBorderWidth: 1, 

            pointHoverRadius: 5, 

            pointHoverBackgroundColor: 

"rgba(75,192,192,1)", 

            pointHoverBorderColor: "rgba(220,220,220,1)", 

            pointHoverBorderWidth: 2, 

            pointRadius: 1, 

            pointHitRadius: 10, 

            data: maxtaxList, 

            spanGaps: false,}]}, 

   options: { 

        scales: { 

            xAxes: [{ 

                display: false 

            }] 

        } 

    } 

}); 

Fig 2: Sample code for industry location setup 

In JSON file ,we  have a set of initial steps that represents 

the list of crop cultivation needed to perform the locator  

work  for suggestions . In Future, with the JSON content 

the location longitude and latitudes which are inputed 

through the python is also integerated . 

Inside the box, sample code for retrieving the  cultivation 

data of the rice is shown . The json object  was utilized for 

data storing and retrieval , and it's  crop  name is considered 

as key. User searching data will check out the keys(Crop 

name). 

Crop list are used to store the parameters as a bundle. The 

bundles are easily used for calculation and locating using 

the GOOGLE MAP API [1] and display the location  to 

user. 

4.4  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Fig.3 Input of the crop by Industrialists 

 

Fig.3  Representation of output screen 
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Fig 3 represents the input screen, this image represent a 

user's input crops to search for the location. So, it will 

match the crop and collect the calculated details and relate 

it for suggestion of the industry setup locations.      

Fig 4 represents the output screen, for the user desired 

location suggestion results to the locate the industries by 

the users. Includes the crops image and various places 

where they are widely grown.       

     V . CONCLUSION 

A food processing industry setup assistance system for 

providing location suggestion for industry setup around 

India was designed and simulated for user desired industry 

setup [2]. The main part is UI design that locates the areas 

where the industries could be setup using various crop 

cultivation and basic industry dependencies. In future, the 

work may be expanded to implement an assistance which 

could help the investors around the world to help them 

locate their industries on various domains and products. 

That helps the investors around the world for greater 

experience with simple ways of input procedures and 

minimal research on various parameters such as  manpower 

, transport facilities,etc,. 
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